INSTRUMENTS OF GOVERNMENT
by ordinance. Parliament having been prorogued or dissolved.
Such ordinances if dealing with supplies or treaty obligations
were to be exempted from subsequent validation by Parliament.
The Acting High Commissioner, Mr. Dobbs, preferred,1 how-
ever, to make use of Section 26 of the Government of India Act
of igig.2
Neither of these proposals found favour with the Baghdad
Ministers, the Acting High Commissioner's suggestion being
regarded as undemocratic. It rested, therefore, according to
the Legal Secretary, on H.M. Government:
(i) To insist on the original draft of 16 March,   1922
(Baghdad Draft); or
(ii) To insist on the amendments proposed by the Judicial
Adviser; or
(iii) To act along Indian lines.3
In the interval, however, between the signing of the Anglo-
'Iraq Treaty, October loth, 1922, and the submission of the
Baghdad Redraft, February 15th, 1923, H.M. Government
had been obliged to reconsider its entire position in the Middle
East, a step which had a profound effect on the Organic Law.
The evacuation of Iraq, 'bag and baggage', had been insist-
ently demanded by a section of the British Press, particularly
the Daily Mail and the Daily Express. Parliament had continued
to press for the reduction of British expenditure.4 At the
General Election, following the fall of the Lloyd George
Cabinet on October 23rd, 1922, withdrawal from 'Iraq became
a prominent issue, a number of candidates, supported by a
violent newspaper campaign, pledging themselves to work for
that end. On coming into power, Mr. Bonar Law felt impelled
to appoint in December, 1922, a special Cabinet Committee to
1	Memo, on Organic Law by Legal Secretary, Baghdad, January I9th, 19231
C.O. 6927/23. He apparently changed his mind, for in his telegram, February
2ist, 1923, C.O. 10606/23, he declared his preference for the second alternative
given in Report on Draft O. Law, February i$th, 1923, C.O. 10606/23,
2	8 and 9 Geo. V, cap. 101.
3	Report on Draft O. Law, February isth, 1923, C.O. 10606/23.
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